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1. Introduction
Coastal zones are a focus of major economic, industrial, recre-
ational, and social activity. Rapid coastal development has placed 
greater pressure on coastal resources and presented significant 
challenges to coastal sustainability. The Coastal Zone Manage-
ment Act (CZMA) of 1972 declared a national interest in the ef-
fective management, beneficial use, protection, and development 
of the coastal zone and established a framework for a federal and 
state coastal management partnership to balance economic growth 
with coastal protection. The CZMA has relied on state-approved 
‘‘Local Coastal Programs’’ for implementation [1]. Although the 
federal agencies have a strong political interest in coastal manage-
ment, their limited authority over local land use and development 
patterns usually restricts their ability to influence local land use 
decision-making [2]. Since local coastal zone land use planning 
is directly connected to coastal resources and land development, 
it significantly impacts state and national interests. Local coastal 
zone land use plans can identify and address critical issues includ-
ing coastal resources, sensitive lands, hazards areas, coastal access, 
use priorities, and significant impacts of development on coastal 
zones. Some recent studies have identified the influence of local 
coastal zone land use planning on coastal zone management [3–5].
Numerous efforts have been made to evaluate the processes 
and outcomes of coastal zone management programs under the 
CZMA. Some initial studies [6,7] assessed national coastal zone 
management program policies and pointed out relevant problems 
and opportunities. An early study comprehensively measured the 
implementation of coastal zone management between 1972 and 
1990, and suggested further qualitative implementation measures 
[8]. A later study further evaluated coastal zone management pro-
gram activities since 1975 and found that they varied considerably 
in intent, approach, scope, and findings [9]. A special series of ar-
ticles measured National Coastal Zone Management effective-
ness through a systematic assessment of the 29 approved coastal 
programs undertaken between 1995 and 1997 [9–13]. They con-
cluded that the state coastal zone management programs were ef-
fectively implementing the core national objectives. Later, the Of-
fice of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management in the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) developed 
a performance measurement system to regularly assess the na-
tional impact of CZMA programs and to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of coastal zone management programs. Besides the na-
tional effectiveness studies on CZMA, some studies also focused 
on regional coastal zone management effectiveness. A survey 
study interviewed 260 coastal managers to compare regional and 
state perceptions of the performance of state coastal zone manage-
ment programs [14]. A recent study further evaluated 15 regional 
coastal zone management plans and pointed out their strengths 
and weaknesses [1]. Most of these studies focused on the effective-
ness of coastal zone management at national, state, or regional lev-
els; however, few studies have measured local coastal zone land 
use planning quality and capacity.
This study extends the previous national and regional mea-
surement systems to local coastal zone land use planning in Cal-
ifornia’s coastal jurisdictions. More specifically, this study will 
address many critical questions listed in NOAA’s most recent dis-
cussion paper addressing current and future challenges for coastal 
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management [15]: What are the critical issues in coastal zone man-
agement and should there be a higher priority for some issues 
than for others? Are local governments appropriately engaged in 
coastal management? Do local governments have the appropriate 
capacities to manage coastal issues?
Therefore, this study addresses these specific research ques-
tions about the degree to which the coastal jurisdictions of the Pa-
cific states have adequately addressed local coastal zone land use 
planning. This study specifies the research questions as follows: 
(1) What are the plan components and indicators that receive the 
greatest attention in California local coastal zone plans; (2) Do Cal-
ifornia local coastal zone land use plans vary in quality? (3) Which 
factors influence the quality of local land use plans? and (4) How 
can local planning processes be improved to enhance coastal zone 
quality and effectiveness?
The conceptual model has been developed to measure coastal 
zone land use quality and identify the factors influencing it.
Based on this conceptual model, this study first conceptualizes 
the quality of local coastal zone land use plans and then analyzes 
the four sets of major factors influencing the quality.
2. Conceptualization of coastal zone land use plan quality
A breakthrough for land use plan quality evaluation is to con-
ceptualize an evaluation framework as fact basis, goals, and poli-
cies to analyze the influence of state planning mandates on local 
plan quality [16,17]. In the mid-1990s, scholars identified a series 
of indicators for quantitatively assessing plan quality. Some recent 
plan quality studies extended this concept of plan quality by add-
ing two components—inter-jurisdictional coordination and imple-
mentation—to further measure the ability of local plans to manage 
ecosystems [18,19]. Recent studies of plan quality have primarily 
analyzed the quality of local land use plans [20–24]. Although ma-
jor achievements were made in previous studies, few studies, if 
any, have systematically examined the quality and capacities of 
local jurisdictions in coastal zone land use planning.
Based on the literature on plan quality, this study proposes to 
measure the ability of local jurisdictions for coastal zone land use 
planning. A local coastal zone land use plan must specify the ex-
isting coastal conditions and identify needs related to coastal zone 
development as well as represent general aspirations, objectives 
and needs. Thus, competing missions, objectives, values, physi-
cal and socioeconomic conditions are brought together into a local 
plan. More importantly, a high quality coastal zone land use plan 
represents a collaborative vision for coastal zone management. A 
strong guide to strategies, policies, and tools of coastal zone man-
agement is essential for a local plan. Furthermore, a local coastal 
zone land use plan needs to indicate how to implement the plan 
and how to coordinate with others.
By combining existing concepts of plan quality with theoreti-
cally driven coastal zone land use planning, this study has devel-
oped a framework with five critical components to measure local 
coastal zone land use planning capacities. These components in-
clude (1) factual basis, (2) goals and objectives, (3) policies, tools, 
and strategies, (4) inter-organizational coordination, and (5) im-
plementation and monitoring. These five core plan components 
provide a framework to measure the quality of a local coastal zone 
land use plan in coastal zone management. Under this framework, 
detailed indicators will be developed within each component to 
explain the key points that comprise a strong plan. When aggre-
gated, these indicators can be statistically measured to compare 
the quality of plans across multiple jurisdictions. The National 
Coastal Management Program performance measure highlighted 
six critical coastal issues in coastal management: coastal habitats, 
coastal hazards, coastal water quality, coastal dependent uses and 
community development, public access, and government coordi-
nation and decision-making [15,25]. This study integrates these six 
categories into the five plan components which will be explained 
in the following section.
2.1. Factual basis
The factual basis of a local land use plan should identify ex-
isting local conditions and the need for community physical de-
velopment [16]. A local coastal zone land use plan must contain 
a factual base describing coastal conditions and elements for de-
velopment. Specially, coastal zone land use planning should iden-
tify the major coastal zone management laws and regulations (e.g. 
CZMA and state coastal zone management acts) that are the legit-
imate foundation for local coastal zone management. In addition, 
local jurisdictions’ coastal zone boundary delineates the plan-
ning scope for coastal zone management. A local coastal zone plan 
should identify and map physical boundaries. Since the coastal 
zone is rich in a variety of natural, ecological, and environmen-
Figure 1. A conceptual model of local coastal zonel and use plan quality.
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tal resources that are critical for present and future generations, 
coastal zone plans must identify significant natural resources and 
environmentally sensitive lands (e.g. shorelands, forestry, wet-
lands, floodplains, estuaries, beaches, dunes, barrier islands, coral 
reefs, and fish and wildlife habitat). Moreover, important cultural, 
historic, and esthetic values in coastal zones, which are essential 
to all citizens, should be preserved in local coastal zone plans. The 
physical settings of local coastal zone plans also include coastal di-
saster vulnerable areas that are subject to erosion, earthquakes, 
flooding, hurricanes, tsunamis, land subsidence, and other haz-
ards. Due to intense residential, commercial, and industrial use 
of coastal areas, coastal water and water quality issues have be-
come important components in local coastal land use planning. 
Critical facilities and services (e.g. hospitals, police stations, and 
nursing homes) within the coastal zone should be addressed in lo-
cal coastal zone plans. In addition, coastal land use plans should 
identify transportation, roads, and coastal access points. The plans 
also should predict economic development, population growth, 
recreational and tourism needs that can eventually cause increas-
ing and competing demands upon the land and waters of coastal 
zone areas. Coastal environmental problems and potential con-
flicts such as coastal pollution, loss of habitat, and salinization, 
should also be considered in coastal zone plans. Some recent stud-
ies have suggested that global warming may result in a substan-
tial rise in sea level [26] thus, coastal plans must anticipate such 
possible serious adverse effects.
2.2. Goals and objectives
Goals and objectives that are through, long-term, consistent, 
and clear lead to the formulation, adoption, and implementation 
of effective strategies in local land use plans [2,22]. This study has 
adopted seven national goals of NOAA’s performance measure-
ment system to measure whether they have been implemented 
in local coastal zone land use plans. These seven goals are: (1) to 
protect and restore significant coastal resources; (2) to prevent, re-
duce, or remediate polluted runoff to coastal waters; (3) to protect 
life and property in hazardous areas and build disaster-resistant, 
healthy, safe communities; (4) to promote sustainable growth in 
coastal communities; (5) to provide for priority water-dependent 
uses; (6) to improve public shoreline access; and (7) to improve 
government coordination and decision-making.
2.3. Policies, tools, and strategies
Policies, tools, and strategies represent the heart of a plan be-
cause they are the means for realizing plan goals and objectives 
and set forth specific principles of land use design and develop-
ment management [17] as well as reflect a clear commitment to 
guide decision-making in local jurisdictions. A wide variety of 
policies, tools, strategies, and programs are used to influence the 
location, type, intensity, design, quality and timing of coastal zone 
development [1,9].
This study has categorized the major planning policies, tools, 
strategies, and programs as nine types: (1) Development regulations: 
development regulations usually regulate the location, type, and 
intensity of new development [27] and have been widely used in 
coastal zone management practice since they can provide the most 
direct approach for local land use management. (2). Building stan-
dards: building standards can set detailed criteria for building con-
struction. (3). Property acquisition programs: land acquisition has 
been an important program for coastal areas. Property acquisition 
programs refer to acquisition of land through purchasing proper-
ties in certain areas with public funds, bond measures, and private 
donations from land trusts and conservancies. (4). Incentive tools: 
incentive tools are non-mandatory strategies that can be used to 
stimulate incentives for effective coastal zone management. (5). In-
formation dissemination strategies: information dissemination strat-
egies are widely identified as a critical component of effective 
planning by reflecting a commitment to the principles of demo-
cratic governance. (6,7). Critical and public facilities policies: critical 
and public facilities help enhance long-term capital improvement 
programs, build schools and .re stations, storm sewers, and other 
public utilities. (8). Financial tools: financial tools are a way of us-
ing more equitable policies to distribute the public costs of private 
development. and (9). Private-sector initiatives: private-sector initia-
tives include land trusts and public–private partnerships for spe-
cific coastal areas [28].
2.4. Inter-organizational coordination
Inter-organizational coordination identifies the need to coordi-
nate with other agencies, jurisdictions and landowners to develop 
a high quality plan [18,19]. Inter-organizational coordination em-
phasizes that coastal issues are complex, cross-boundary, dy-
namic, dispersed and multiple-scale. Therefore, effective coastal 
land use plans require a wide range of expertise to understand 
these unique problems and an even wider range of agencies to 
find and implement solutions. Inter-organizational coordination is 
an umbrella framework for all the agencies providing collabora-
tive services at the local level.
2.5. Implementation and monitoring
Implementation and monitoring measure the ability of a plan 
to implement policies, tools and strategies, establish a framework 
for promoting systems for coastal zone land use planning, deter-
mine how well the plan meets its goals and objectives, and iden-
tify opportunities for improving the performance of coastal zone 
actions where needed. Implementation and monitoring mecha-
nisms should be identified in local coastal zone land use plans. A 
detailed evaluation protocol for coastal zone land use plan quality 
is developed based on the definitions of coastal plan quality.
3. Factors influencing coastal zone land use plan quality
Local coastal zone land use planning is a complex process em-
bracing geographic, social and economic settings and is affected 
by many factors including jurisdiction framework, planners’ val-
ues and experiences, information resources, and awareness of al-
ternatives. Although some studies have discussed the factors in-
fluencing land use planning or coastal management [20,23,24], 
little research has quantitatively measured the factors influenc-
ing the effectiveness of coastal zone land use planning. This study 
presents four sets of independent variables that may influence lo-
cal coastal zone land use plan quality: (1) planning capacity, (2) 
environmental sensitivity, (3) public participation, and (4) contex-
tual characteristics.
3.1. Planning capacity
Since the local planning department is the primary agency 
which conducts local coastal zone land use planning, planning ca-
pacity directly influences the plan quality through growth man-
agement, coastal zone land use planning, and hazards man-
agement. Planning capacity can be measured by the number of 
planners, plan updating ability, coastal information management 
ability, level of technical professionals, and integrated coastal 
management efforts.
3.1.1. Number of planners
Quality plans are associated with increased levels of person-
nel, financial resources, technical expertise, and commitment to a 
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high quality plan [30]. Planning staffs serve as internal consultants 
by providing the specialized skills needed by the planners [31,32]. 
They handle such administrative duties as correspondence, meet-
ing minutes, and acquiring technical resources. However, juris-
dictions with understaffed planning agencies are at a distinct dis-
advantage when it comes to managing coastal land use for future 
development. The number of planners has a direct influence on 
the quality of local coastal zone land use planning.
3.1.2. Plan updating ability
Plan updating ability measures local jurisdictions’ capacity on 
coastal zone land use planning. Local coastal zone land use plan-
ning is a dynamic process which is based on a snapshot of jurisdic-
tional values, politics, economic, and environmental conditions in 
a particular planning range. Understanding how local plan qual-
ity can be improved by plan updating may provide important in-
sights for strengthening local coastal land use quality. This study 
assumes more recent plan updates lead to higher plan quality. An 
on-time, regular plan update procedure helps a coastal plan stays 
current with new information, changing conditions, regulations, 
and techniques.
3.1.3. Information management ability
A critical element in a local coastal zone land use plan is man-
aging coastal information and sharing with government offi-
cials, the judiciary, legal practitioners, academia, and the public at 
large. Web-based information is an effective method of public ac-
cess. This indictor is measured by jurisdictions that regularly post 
coastal information including coastal zone maps, coastal man-
agement programs, or links to related regional, state, and federal 
agencies.
3.1.4. Professional technical skills
Technical skill has been identified as an important factor to 
prepare high quality plans [16]. Geographical information system 
(GIS) has been widely recognized as an ideal planning tool for an-
alyzing coastal phenomena with spatial and temporal dimensions 
of spatial coincidence, adjacency and network through accurate 
identification, description, quantification and improved evalua-
tion of spatial and temporal variability of the impacts. GIS gives 
coastal zone land use planners the ability to organize, store, and 
analyze spatial information that can visually display information 
to the public or decision-makers. GIS can help planners under-
stand precisely where critical coastal resources are and the degree 
to which they are in need of protection and help them make pro-
active choices about the strategic management of these resources.
3.1.5. Integrated coastal management efforts
Integrated coastal management efforts can provide a frame-
work to address critical coastal resources and potential coastal 
conflicts and achieve sustainable development of coastal lands. 
It aims to protect coastal water quality, biodiversity, open spaces, 
recreational resources, and the economic base of coastal lands. In-
tegrated coastal management efforts may determine whether local 
jurisdictions develop integrated coastal management programs 
or stand-alone coastal plans. Special coastal management efforts 
can integrate existing multiple sources to achieve effective coastal 
management.
3.2. Environmental sensitivity
Environmental sensitivity may significantly influence local 
coastal zone land use planning. A jurisdiction with greater envi-
ronmental sensitivity may have more environmental protection 
duties and possible environmental conflicts in its land use plan-
ning. Increased environmental sensitivity can be a measure of re-
duced feasibility for land use patterns and is expected to dampen 
local elected officials’ commitment to planning [23].
3.2.1. Critical coastal lands
Critical coastal lands play a role in open space and the natu-
ral environment. In this study, critical environment lands are mea-
sured by the percentage of conservation lands. Critical coastal 
lands may include public open spaces, recreational lands, critical 
watersheds, and wetlands. Jurisdictions with more critical coastal 
lands tend to feel a stronger responsibility to protect these lands 
and this can eventually lead to higher plan quality.
3.2.2. Shoreline length
Shoreline length indicates a local jurisdictions’ responsibility 
to protect the shorelines and coastal resources. The jurisdictions 
with longer shorelines may need more resources and personnel to 
manage them.
3.2.3. Land development pressure
Land development pressure may alert local officials to resource 
threats and lead to improved planning outcomes [23]. Land devel-
opment pressure can be measured by increased housing units or 
building permits in recent years. The more new housing units or 
permits increase, the more land development pressure can be ex-
pected. Land development pressures are associated with higher 
levels of disturbance to environment quality resulting in a greater 
perceived need to protect the environment.
3.2.4. Impact of population growth
Rapid population growth has a substantial effect on coastal 
land use development and may consume more natural resources 
and built-environment resources; at the same time, it also creates 
more waste and pollution. Potential land use conflicts may in-
crease when population growth results in a greater demand for 
coastal development.
3.3. Public participation
Public participation identifies public concerns and issues, pro-
vides information and opportunities for the public to formulate 
and evaluate alternatives, listens to the public, and incorporates 
public concerns into coastal decision-making. Public participation 
in coastal zone land use planning creates an open and accessible 
decision- making process for coastal issues and achieves the goal 
of sustainable development in coastal communities. Public partic-
ipation capacity variables will systematically determine whether 
public participation has enhanced the quality of coastal zone land 
use plans. Three factors selected to analyze public participation 
capacity include participation formats, public notice channels, and 
public participation incentives.
3.3.1. Participation formats
Public hearings and workshops are the most frequently used pub-
lic participation methods. According to the Brown Act enacted in 
1953, local jurisdictions in California must provide advance public 
notice of hearings and meetings which must be open to the pub-
lic if no exceptions apply. Advance notice of the place and time of 
the public hearing must be published in the newspaper and also 
mailed directly to involved citizens. The public can be involved in 
adopting or amending a plan in a variety of ways.
3.3.2. Public notice channels
Multiple public participation channels can help overcome lin-
guistic, institutional, cultural, economic, and historic barriers 
to achieve effective communication. Effective public participa-
tion should provide notice channels to enable the public to dis-
cuss the information and air opinions and concerns which may 
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be relevant to land use decisions. Multiple public notice channels 
can thereby increase the accountability and transparency of land 
use decision-making and contribute to public awareness [33]. The 
most frequently used public notice channels may include the in-
ternet, newspapers, radio, television, mailed notices, and commu-
nity newsletters.
3.3.3. Public participation incentives
Active public participation should develop incentive strategies 
that allow for early and meaningful public participation in coastal 
zone land use planning by neighborhood organizations, develop-
ment representatives, business organizations and all other stake-
holders. Because many neighborhoods generally lack leadership 
and resources for public participation, they do not have the same 
level of influence on final plan decision-making. Thus, public par-
ticipation incentives provide a chance for local land use decision- 
makers to seriously consider public concerns and actually address 
them. Planners can provide more incentives to foster an exchange 
of information and an open discussion of ideas in the public par-
ticipation process. With public participation incentives, stakehold-
ers have an opportunity to come together and work to solve pos-
sible coastal conflicts in a collaborative spirit that forms coastal 
community solidarity.
3.4. Contextual characteristics
Contextual variables can measure the influence of background 
information on coastal zone land use plan quality. In this study, 
five major factors have been used to analyze the contextual influ-
ence on plan quality.
3.4.1. Population
Population has been identified as an important contextual fac-
tor in local land use planning [20]. Local jurisdictions with larger 
populations may have more expertise, resources and financial sup-
port for local coastal zone land use planning, but may face more 
coastal development pressure and problems. On one hand, more 
population will increase pressure on carrying capacity within a lo-
cal jurisdiction; thus, more coastal conflicts and problems are ex-
pected in the jurisdictions with larger populations. On the other 
hand, more expertise and resources may be available for coastal 
zone land use planning.
3.4.2. Wealth
Wealthy people often have more time and a greater interest in 
community issues [34,35]. A wealthier population may have more 
money, higher awareness, and more interest in coastal issues in its 
jurisdiction. Wealthier populations also tend to be well educated 
and may be more concerned about coastal protection and pursue 
a higher plan quality. Thus, a wealthy jurisdiction will have more 
financial resources and inner incentives for coastal zone land use 
planning and management.
3.4.3. Education
Education also has been identified as an important factor con-
tributing to land use planning issues [30,36]. Communities with a 
more highly educated population can influence the planning pro-
cess and encourage higher levels of coastal protection. A commu-
nity with a higher education level tends to be more concerned 
about coastal issues and tends to have a better perception of the 
need for coastal protection and more enthusiasm for participating 
in coastal management activities.
3.4.4. Land area
Land area may influence local coastal zone land use planning. 
Larger land areas may need more personnel resources and require 
greater concern.
3.4.5. Jurisdiction type
Jurisdiction type may also influence local coastal zone land use 
planning quality. Some findings suggest that different types of ju-
risdictions may lead to varied coastal planning outcomes [23]. This 
study will compare coastal zone plan quality across coastal mu-
nicipalities and coastal counties. This variable can detect the role 
of various local jurisdictions in coastal zone management.
4. Methods
4.1. Sample selection
California is an ideal study area because it has rich coastal re-
sources and strong coastal programs at the state level. In addition, 
California, a state with high population density, intense land use 
demands, and a rapidly growing economy, is faced with pressure 
from population growth, environmental management, and coastal 
development. California’s economy is the largest of any state in 
the United States and ranks first in plant and animal diversity and 
number of rare species [38]. As California’s population grows, 
rapid urbanization and extensive land demands are expected to 
cause numerous conflicts and create heavy pressure on natural re-
sources and coastal quality.
This study collected 46 coastal zone land use plans, including 
either stand-alone coastal plans or coastal elements in local gen-
eral plans. These 46 plans cover 20 (100%) coastal counties, and 26 
(50%) coastal municipalities. Most of the local coastal zone land 
use plans were collected from the online service of the Califor-
nia Land use Planning Information Network or local jurisdictions’ 
planning agency web sites as well as mail requests.
For independent variables, this study has used the California 
Planners’ annual survey data from the California Planners’ Book 
of List (CPBOL) 2003 and 2007. The missing items in this survey 
were updated by a web page survey or special requests by emails 
or mailed requests to local jurisdictions. Two thousand census 
data and 2005 American Community Survey data have been used 
to measure the independent variables. Finally, GIS data came from 
the California Spatial Information Library. Data sources and mea-
surement of independent variables are listed in Table 1.
4.2. Scoring indicator quality
The preceding conceptualization of coastal zone land use plan 
quality led to the plan evaluation coding protocol. Each com-
ponent has been evaluated by scanning all elements to assess 
whether it has addressed the 63 indicators of the five plan compo-
nents: (1) factual basis, (2) goals and objectives, (3) policies, tools, 
and strategies, (4) inter-organizational coordination, and (5) im-
plementation and monitoring. Within these five components, each 
indicator is scored on a 0–2 scale. A score of ‘‘0’’ means the indica-
tor is not mentioned in the plan, a score of ‘‘1’’ means that an indi-
cator is considered but not thoroughly, and a score of ‘‘2’’ means 
the indicator is fully considered.
Total and component coastal zone land use plan quality are 
calculated by the equations as follows:
                  
   and
where PCj represents the quality of the jth plan component (rang-
ing 0–10); mj represents the number of indicators within the jth 
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plan component; Ii represents the ith indicator’s score (ranging 0–
2); and TPQ is the total scores of a whole plan (ranging 0–50).
This study also introduces indicator performance to measure 
each indicator’s quality. Indicator performance includes three 
subitems: indicator breadth score, depth score, and total score. In-
dicator breadth measures the extent to which each of the indica-
tors was addressed across all plans. Indicator depth measures the 
level of importance and analyzes how much importance is stated 
in a plan. Indicator breadth and depth are computed using the fol-
lowing equations:
IBSj is the jth indicator breadth score (ranging 0–1); Pj is the num-
ber of plans that address the jth indicator; N is the total number of 
plans in the study; IDSj is the jth indicator depth score (ranging 0–
1); Ij is the rating on the jth indicator (ranging 0–2); and ITSj is the 
jth indicator total score (ranging 0–2).
4.3. Data analysis
This study measures the coastal zone land use plan quality of 
the 46 sampled coastal zone land use plans. The research includes 
two stages of data analysis: First, this study used descriptive sta-
tistics to assess the quality of the 46 sampled plans. Second, this 
study used multiple regression analysis to analyze the factors af-
fecting the quality of coastal zone land use plans. The ordinary 
least squares technique was introduced into this study to measure 
what kinds of factors influence local plan quality. Four types of 
independent variables were then analyzed to identify which ones 
influence local plan quality. This study conducted related statis-
tical tests for reliability to ensure that the ordinary least squares 
would yield best, linear, and unbiased estimates. There is no vi-
olation of regression assumptions regarding model specification, 
multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, influential 
data or outliers, or inter-item correlation and scale reliability.
5. Results
5.1. Descriptive statistics for plan quality
The descriptive results are listed in Table 2. As Table 2 indi-
cates, the mean of the total score for the 46 coastal zone land use 
plans’ quality is 23.70 out of a maximum score of 50. The descrip-
tive results show that the planning quality varied widely in scope 
and content, and did not fully utilize available coastal manage-
ment tools and mechanisms to influence local coastal zone devel-
opment patterns. There are large variations in quality across local 
jurisdictions’ coastal zone land use plans.
Of the five plan components, goals and objectives received the 
highest score ((M = 6.21) on a 0–10 scale) of the five plan compo-
nents, meaning jurisdictions tend to set relatively obvious goals 
for coastal zone management. Factual basis has the second high-
est score (M = 5.28), indicating these plans make a general fine fac-
tual basis but the quality still needs to be greatly improved. In-
terorganizational coordination (M = 4.58) is lower yet, indicating 
these plans lack mechanisms to coordinate coastal zone manage-
ment action with other organizations. Policies, tools and strate-
gies (M = 4.39) is the second lowest plan component, demonstrat-
ing these plans lack specific policies and tools for effective coastal 
zone management. Finally, implementation (M = 3.22) is the low-
est scoring plan component, indicating weak mechanisms for plan 
implementation and monitoring.
5.2. Indicator performance
The indicator performance results are list in Table 3.
5.2.1. Indicator performance in factual basis component
In the factual basis plan component, 72% of the counties iden-
tified either the CZMA or the state’s major coastal zone manage-
Table 1. Independent variables
Variables  Measurement  Sources
Number of planners  The actual number of planners  CAPBOL, 2007
Plan updating ability  The actual year of plan minus 2007  CAPBOL, 2007
Information management ability  Jurisdictions that regularly post on a website any coastal CAPBOL, 2005: 
 documents: coastal maps, current coastal programs,    and webpage surveya 
 and the links to related coastal agencies
Professional technical skill  GIS layers adopted in planning  CAPBOL, 2003a
Integrated coastal management efforts  Whether local jurisdictions develop integrated coastal programs or Web survey and mail requesting
 special stand-alone coastal plans
Critical environmental lands  Approximate proportion of jurisdiction encompassing  California spatial information library 
 sensitive natural areas.  
Shoreline length  The length of shorelines California spatial information library
Land development pressure  Housing units changes between 2000 and 2005  Census, 2000 and American 
     community survey 2005b
Impact of population growth  Population change from 1990 to 2000 within a jurisdiction  Census, 2000
Public participation format  Workshops; townhall meetings; site tours; charrettes; other  CAPBOL, 2003a
Public notice channel  Internet; publish in a non-English newspaper; radio/television;  CAPBOL, 2003a
 mail beyond required 300’ radius; notices using community  
 organizations; community newsletters; other
Public participation incentives  Evening meetings; provide daycare; provide transportation;  CAPBOL, 2003a
 meet near the project site; involve youth; post minutes 
 on the internet; electronic comments; use alternative formats
Population 2007  Population in each jurisdiction  CAPBOL, 2007
Wealth  Median family income  Census, 2000
Education  Percentage of persons with bachelor’s degree or higher, in 2000  Census, 2000
Land area  Total land areas (square miles)  California spatial information library
Jurisdiction type  County and municipalities  California spatial information library
a The missing items were found through further reviewing local land use general plans, or special information requesting by emails or mails to local jurisdictions.
b Housing units of 2005s data are unenviable in some jurisdictions. This study uses the population change rates to impute the missing units.
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ment mandates; the depth score of 0.64 also indicates that local 
coastal zone land use planning still lacks a close connection with 
the CZMA and the state’s regulations on coastal zone manage-
ment. Many counties (85%) defined coastal zone land use plan 
coastal zone boundaries; however, the depth score of 0.58 indi-
cates that many of them failed to map the boundaries. All of the 
counties provided basic information on significant natural re-
sources and environmentally sensitive lands (e.g. shorelands, 
forestry, wetlands, floodplains, estuaries, beaches, dunes, barrier 
islands, coral reefs, and fish and wildlife habitat). In addition, all 
plans identified scenic, historic areas, recreational resources, and 
open spaces as critical resources in coastal zone land use plan-
ning, but the depth score of 0.64 indicates that the location-spec-
ified information on these resources still need to be improved. 
These plans also did a relatively good job (98%) identifying or 
mapping disaster vulnerable areas in coastal zone land use 
plans, but further detailed information was still missing (depth 
score = 0.74) on coastal erosion, earthquakes, flooding, hurri-
canes, tsunamis, and land subsidence. Since coastal water and 
water quality has been recognized as critical issues in CZMA 
and five states’ coastal zone management programs, 93% of local 
counties (with a depth score of 0.57) made coastal water and wa-
ter quality a priority in their plans. The socioeconomic items re-
ceived relatively higher breadth score and relatively lower depth 
scores. Plans pointed out critical facilities and services (98%), or 
transportation, roads, and coastal access points (100%), but the 
locations for these facilities or coastal access points were miss-
ing. Most (98%) of the local jurisdictions briefly estimated the 
growth trend of economic development, population growth and 
recreation, and tourism needs, but accurate growth data were 
unavailable in these plans giving a depth score of 0.59. Fifty-
nine percent of local plans pointed out either current or potential 
coastal environmental problems and conflicts, and the very low 
depth score of 0.54 indicates that these problems and conflicts 
are still at a general description level. Although global warming 
and sea level changes have been widely identified as a critical 
topic for coastal zone management [39], only a few (17%) high-
lighted the impact of climate change, resulting in a low depth 
score of 0.56.
5.2.2. Indicator performance in goals and objectives component 
In the goals and objectives component, all local jurisdictions set 
goals to promote economic development (100%); protect and re-
store significant coastal resources (100%); protect life and property 
in hazardous areas and build disaster-resistant, healthy, safe com-
munities (100%); and promote sustainable growth in coastal com-
munities (100%). Most (96%) of them set goals to improve pub-
lic shoreline access. More than two-thirds of the counties aimed 
to prevent, reduce, or remediate polluted runoff to coastal wa-
ters (78%), and 52% provided for priority water-dependent uses. 
However, only 41% of the plans aimed to improve government 
coordination and decision-making, which is consistent with the 
results in the coordination and implementation plan components. 
Although local plans showed relatively higher coverage for six of 
the seven goals, many plans still lack concrete objectives to fulfill 
these goals.
5.2.3. Indicator performance in policies, tools, and strategies 
component
In the policies, tools and strategies component, there are large 
variations among the indicators. This study also found that most 
land use policies and planning tools were recommended rather 
than mandated. This finding is partially consistent with Davis’s 
[1] results in coastal regional plans.
5.2.4. Development regulations
Development regulations have been widely used in coastal 
zone management practice since they can provide the most direct 
approach for local land use management; however, they varied in 
both the breadth and depth scores. Residential subdivision ordi-
nances (100%), requirements for habitat protection or restoration 
(100%), wetlands protection regulations (100%), hazard setback or-
dinances (100%), coastal vegetation protection regulations (100%), 
and environmental impact assessment requirements (100%), were 
among the most common elements recommended or prescribed. 
In addition, a majority of plans put certain limitations on shore-
line development (96%), agricultural or open space zoning (93%), 
and 83% of them restricted dredging/filling. More than half of lo-
cal plans adopted planned unit development (87%), performance 
zoning (63%), special overlay districts (63%), or restrictions on 
shoreline armoring (63%). The lowest coverage of the regulations 
includes storm water retention requirements (41%), and dune pro-
tection (39%). From the depth scores of these regulations, most of 
these development regulations were mandated by local jurisdic-
tions for coastal zone land use planning, although several indica-
tors were not required by some jurisdictions.
5.2.5. Building standards
All plans set special local standards for hazard resistance in new 
buildings (100%); however, special building standards for existing 
buildings (76%), or local utility codes (39%) for coastal hazards were 
limited. The reason could be that some building standards usually 
relied on preexisting regulations and hazard plans [1]. The breadth 
and depth scores indicated that new buildings usually are subject to 
stricter standards than existing buildings and utilities.
5.2.6. Property acquisition programs
Acquisition of development rights or easements has been rel-
atively widely (93%) adopted by local plans. Some management 
plans recommended or initiated a process to increase land acqui-
sitions or conservation easements through fee simple purchase of 
undeveloped lands in specific coastal areas (43%), and relocating 
existing buildings (52%). The depth scores also suggest that acqui-
sition of development rights (0.66) received more attention than 
fee simple purchase (0.53) and relocating existing buildings (0.54) 
in coastal zone land use planning.
5.2.7. Incentive tools
Many incentive tools have been adopted for coastal zone land 
use planning. Many local jurisdictions adopted transfer of devel-
opment rights (85%), density bonus (59%), or clustered develop-
ment (96%). These results are consistent with the findings from 
previous studies [1,9–13].
Table 2. Descriptive statistics for total quality and five components performance
                                                                                      N                   Minimum                      Maximum                  Mean                    Standard deviation
I. Factual basis  46  3.64  8.18  5.28  1.15
II. Goals and objectives  46  3.57  9.29  6.21  1.59
III. Policies, tools, and strategies  46  2.56  6.67  4.39  1.20
IV. Inter-organizational coordination  46  3.00  9.00  4.58  1.49
V. Implementation and monitoring  46  0.83  8.33  3.22  1.86
Total  46  14.89  41.47  23.70  6.51
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5.2.8. Information dissemination strategies
Local coastal zone land use plans have strong public, land-
owner, and continuing professional education programs for pub-
lic education (100%) and citizen involvement (98%) to disseminate 
relevant coastal information. However, more specific strategies 
were not mentioned in these plans and only few plans specified 
seminars on coastal zone management practices for developers 
and builders (17%), hazard disclosure requirements in real es-
Table 3. Indicator breadth and depth scores
Indicators                                                                                                                                                               Breadth (percentage)          Depth
Major coastal zone management laws and regulations  0.72 (72)  0.64
Coastal zone boundary and maps  0.85 (85)  0.58
Significant natural resources and environmentally sensitive lands  1.00 (100)  0.82
Scenic and historic areas, recreational resources, and open spaces  1.00 (100)  0.64
Disaster vulnerable areas  0.98 (98)  0.74
Coastal water and water quality  0.93 (93)  0.57
Critical facilities and services  0.98 (98)  0.63
Transportation, roads, and coastal access points  1.00 (100)  0.57
Economic development, population growth, recreation needs  0.98 (98)  0.59
Coastal environmental issues and potential conflicts  0.59 (59)  0.54
Global warming and sea level rise  0.17 (17)  0.56
Protect and restore significant coastal resources  1.00 (100)  0.77
Prevent, reduce polluted runoff to coastal waters  0.78 (78)  0.68
Protect life and property in hazardous areas and build disaster-resistant, healthy, safe community  1.00 (100)  0.79
Promote sustainable growth in coastal communities  1.00 (100)  0.90
Provide for priority water-dependent uses  0.52 (52)  0.52
Improve public shoreline access  0.96 (96)  0.82
Improve government coordination and decision-making  0.41 (41)  0.71
Residential subdivision ordinances  1.00 (100)  0.76
Planned unit development  0.87 (87)  0.69
Special overlay districts  0.63 (63)  0.60
Agricultural or open space zoning  0.93 (93)  0.69
Performance zoning  0.63 (63)  0.55
Hazard setback ordinances  1.00 (100)  0.70
Storm water retention requirements  0.41 (41)  0.55
Environmental impact assessment requirements  1.00 (100)  0.88
Limitation of shoreline development  0.96 (96)  0.59
Restrictions on shoreline armoring  0.63 (63)  0.50
Restrictions on dredging/filling  0.83 (83)  0.58
Dune protection regulations  0.39 (39)  0.58
Wetlands protection regulations  1.00 (100)  0.72
Coastal vegetation protection regulations  1.00 (100)  0.50
Requirements for habitat protection/restoration  1.00 (100)  0.78
Special local standards for hazard resistance in new buildings  1.00 (100)  0.70
Special local hazard retrofit standards for existing buildings  0.76 (76)  0.50
Special local utility codes  0.39 (39)  0.50
Fee simple purchase of undeveloped lands  0.43 (43)  0.53
Acquisition of development rights or easements  0.93 (93)  0.66
Relocating existing buildings  0.52 (52)  0.54
Transfer of development rights  0.85 (85)  0.69
Density bonuses  0.59 (59)  0.61
Clustered development  0.96 (96)  0.76
Public education  1.00 (100)  0.84
Citizen involvement  0.98 (98)  0.80
Seminars for developers and builders  0.17 (17)  0.50
Hazard disclosure requirements in real estate transactions  0.13 (13)  0.50
Hazard zone signs  0.13 (13)  0.42
Requirements for locating public facilities and infrastructure  0.37 (37)  0.56
Requirements for locating critical private facilities  0.35 (35)  0.56
Using urban service areas to limit development  0.93 (93)  0.53
Lower tax rates for preservation  0.93 (93)  0.52
Special tax assessment districts  0.65 (65)  0.52
Impact fees  0.50 (50)  0.52
Land trusts  0.89 (89)  0.52
Public–private partnerships  0.57 (57)  0.50
Suitable building sites in hazard prone areas  0.43 (43)  0.50
Special building techniques for hazard prone areas  0.35 (35)  0.50
Identify stakeholders and their interests  0.54 (54)  0.52
Coordination with other plans  0.91 (91)  0.51
Coordination with surrounding and regional organizations  1.00 (100)  0.57
Coordination with state or federal agencies  1.00 (100)  0.62
Coordination with private organizations or NGOs  0.70 (70)  0.52
Designation of responsibility  0.54 (54)  0.64
Clear timetable for implementation  0.59 (59)  0.57
Necessary technical assistance  0.24 (24)  0.50
Reliable financial support  0.22 (22)  0.55
Regular monitoring, review and updating  0.98 (98)  0.81
Amendment procedures  0.39 (39)  0.56
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tate transactions (13%) or setting special coastal zone signs (13%). 
Based on the breadth and depth scores, local coastal zone land use 
plans usually generalized education programs or public participa-
tion programs, but less detailed approaches have been suggested 
or adopted in current information dissemination strategies.
5.2.9. Critical and public facilities policies
Although CZMA paid special attention to critical and public 
facilities, surprisingly, less than half of jurisdictions made spe-
cial requirements for locating public facilities and infrastructure 
(37%), critical private facilities and infrastructure in less specific 
coastal areas (35%). However, 93% of jurisdictions used urban ser-
vice areas to limit development in specific coastal areas. From the 
depth scores, approximately half the plans mandated critical and 
public facilities policies.
5.2.10. Financial tools
Most (93%) used lower tax rates for preserving specific coastal 
areas as open space or limited development intensity. Approxi-
mately half (65%) of the plans made special tax assessment dis-
tricts for specific coastal zone areas. Only 50% used impact fees or 
special assessments for development of environmentally sensitive 
or hazardous areas. The relatively low depth scores for these items 
indicate that the financial tools are usually suggested by local ju-
risdictions in coastal zone land use plans. This result is partially 
consistent with some previous findings that showed that capital 
facilities and market-based mechanisms (e.g. concurrency, differ-
ential taxation) were rarely included, and were only suggested [1]. 
In this study, financial tools received some coverage, but were still 
at a lower level.
5.2.11. Private-sector initiatives
Land trusts have been adopted by 89% of local plans to protect 
environmentally sensitive or hazardous areas. However, only half 
(57%) of them built public–private partnerships for environmen-
tally sensitive or hazardous areas. Relatively few coastal plans 
specified using private geological or engineering consultants to 
determine suitable building sites in hazard prone areas (43%), 
and special building techniques for hazard prone areas (35%). The 
lower depth scores indicate that private-sector initiatives may only 
be suggested in local coastal zone land use plans.
5.3. Indicator performance in coordination component
Inter-organizational coordination simply means that coastal 
zone planning agencies must coordinate with one another be-
fore making land use decisions. All plans emphasized coordinat-
ing with state, federal agencies, or surrounding and regional orga-
nizations (bays, estuaries, watersheds). Ninety-one percent of the 
plans emphasized coordination with other plans (e.g. special area 
plans, transportation plans), and 70% coordinated with private or-
ganizations or NGOs. Approximately half (54%) of the plans iden-
tified stakeholders and coastal zone land use plan interests. The 
depth scores for the indicators in the coordination component are 
between 0.50 and 0.62, indicating many coastal jurisdictions did 
not mandate coordination procedures in coastal zone land use 
plans.
5.4. Indicator performance in implementation and monitoring 
component
The component of implementation and monitoring can mea-
sure the ability of a plan to implement policies, tools, and strate-
gies. The most successful plans are those that were initially writ-
ten with a concern for realistic and well-timed implementation. 
Although most (98%) plans identified regular monitoring, review 
and updating procedures, many other indicators received lower 
breadth and depth scores. Fifty-nine percent of the counties pro-
vided a clear timetable for plan implementation, and 39% further 
identified plan amendment procedures. Fifty-four percent of juris-
dictions designated specific responsibility for plan implementa-
tion, and only 24% specified resources for necessary technical as-
sistance. Moreover, 22% of the plans identified reliable financial 
support for the plan’s implementation. Many plans have man-
dated procedures for regular monitoring, review and updating; 
this received the highest depth scores in the implementation com-
ponent; however, the depth scores of other indicators for plan im-
plementation are low.
5.5. Regression results for independent variables
The regression results for four sets of independent variables 
are listed in Table 4. 
5.5.1. Planning capacity results
The results of the regression analysis for planning capac-
ity variables suggest that the number of planners and integrated 
coastal management efforts make a statistically significant contri-
bution to coastal zone land use plan quality.
Number of planners has a statistically (p = 0.002) positive im-
pact on coastal zone land use plan quality. A large number of 
planners can bring more human resources, expertise and person-
nel to the local land use plan’s coastal zone land use planning pro-
cess; therefore, more planners may lead to higher quality coastal 
zone land use plans. More qualified planners create a higher qual-
ity coastal plan, particularly in the technically-driven aspects such 
as environmental impact analysis.
Integrated coastal management efforts show statistical signifi-
cance (p = 0.000) with plan quality. The plan quality in the juris-
dictions with integrated coastal management programs or special 
stand-alone coastal plans is statistically more significant than others 
Table 4. Regression results
                                                                       Standard 
Independent variables          Coefficient     Coefficient     t-Value       p-Value
Number of planners  0.119  0.449  3.342  0.002*
Plan updating ability  0.101  0.106  0.853  0.399
Information management  1.014  0.107  0.912  0.367
Professional technical skill  0.527  0.119  1.024  0.312
Special coastal management 7.816  0.518  4.490  0.000*
    efforts 
 N = 46
 F-ratio (5,40) = 9.035
 Significance = 0.000
Critical environmental lands  0.227  0.679  3.766  0.001*
Shoreline length  0.002  0.021  0.127  0.900
Land development pressure  –1.943E-05  –0.050  –0.363  0.718
Impact of population growth  –0.091  –0.196  –1.705  0.096
 N = 46
 F-ratio (4,41)  = 8.853
 Significance = 0.000
Public participation format  0.785  0.158  0.968  0.339
Public notice channel  1.261  0.309  1.847  0.072
Public participation incentives  0.303  0.050  0.327  0.746
 N = 46
 F-ratio (3,42) = 3.271
 Significance = 0.030
Population in 2007  –1.641E-07  –0.041  –0.279  0.782
Wealth   2.760E-05  0.094  0.434  0.667
Education   0.005  0.009  0.044  0.965
Land area   0.001  0.219  1.152  0.256
Jurisdiction type  6.381  0.491  2.858  0.007*
 N = 46
 F-ratio (5,40) = 5.228
 Significance = 0.001
* Significant at 0.01 level.
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without them. Developing integrated coastal management pro-
grams or special stand-alone coastal plans can consolidate multi-
ple efforts to improve plan quality.
Plan update ability did not show a statistical impact on coastal 
zone land use plan quality, but did show a positive influence on 
plan quality. The effect of professional technical skill is not sig-
nificant although it would be expected that professional technical 
skill would increase the quality of the plan while controlling for 
other planning capacity variables.
5.5.2. Environmental sensitivity result
Critical coastal lands present a significant correlation (p= 0.001) 
with coastal zone land use plan quality. Local jurisdictions with 
more critical coastal lands devote more effort to protect them that 
can lead to stronger coastal zone land use planning capacities. Lo-
cal jurisdictions with more critical lands play an important role in 
local natural resources, open space, ecosystem, biodiversity, recre-
ation and education by devoting more financial resources, person-
nel, management capacities, and collaborative efforts with multi-
ple organizations in coastal management. Thus, a jurisdiction with 
more critical coastal lands will tend to have a higher quality of 
coastal zone land use planning.
Neither increased development pressure nor the impact of 
population growth showed significance with coastal zone land 
use plan quality, but indicated a certain non-significant negative 
impact on local coastal zone land use plan quality. The jurisdic-
tions with increased development pressures in housing develop-
ment or rapid population growth devoted less effort and commit-
ment to coastal zone land use planning. Increased development 
pressure and the impact of population growth can consume more 
resources and place greater pressure on coastal areas; it also cre-
ates more waste and pollution. On one hand, these jurisdictions 
may also have limited space to negotiate with land developers to 
protect critical coastal resources and coastal environmental qual-
ity; on the other hand, they have to spend a great deal of time and 
energy addressing population and development pressures and 
solving potential coastal conflicts.
The length of shorelines did not have a directly significant in-
fluence on coastal zone land use plan quality. Jurisdictions with 
longer shorelines did not naturally produce higher coastal zone 
land use plans.
5.5.3. Public participation result
In regard to public participation capacity variables, no variable 
made a statistically significant contribution to coastal zone land 
use plan quality. While public participation variables did not have 
a statistically significant impact on coastal zone land use plan 
quality, these variables have a certain influence on coastal zone 
land use plan quality.
Public participation is a difficult issue since it is technically not 
possible to expect participation from political, economic, techni-
cal and wide-ranging sources. Public participation processes are 
criticized as ineffective by participants, costly, and time consum-
ing, by proponents, and inefficient by governments. This regres-
sion result shows that effectively translating public participation 
efforts into practical coastal zone land use planning is thereby a 
critical issue for both planning agencies and coastal management 
agencies. This result indicates that a greater number of participa-
tion formats, public notice channels, or public participation incen-
tives do not result in high quality coastal zone land use plans.
Although many articles have highlighted the influence of pub-
lic participation on land use planning outcomes [40], no variable 
was statistically significant in this study. This study indicated that 
it is difficult to reflect public participation capacity in local coastal 
zone land use planning products. The jurisdictions with stronger 
public participation may not have a better coastal zone land use 
plan; however, public participation is a positive influence on the 
coastal zone land use plan quality. The result identified a gap be-
tween public participation efforts and final coastal zone land use 
plan quality. Although past studies [41] have shown the impor-
tance of public participation on local land use planning, this study 
did not find the statistical evidence to support the hypothesis that 
stronger public participation can result in higher coastal zone land 
use plan quality. However, public participation may help cope 
with uncertainty and conflict and facilitate effective joint partici-
pation through identifying stakeholders’ interests, building more 
transparent decision-making processes, more creative dispute solv-
ing and greater public involvement; it may also result in a longer 
duration for decision-making and a costly coastal zone land use 
planning process. In addition, different stakeholders have various 
levels of power and resources to affect the decision-making pro-
cess by placing unequal impacts on the decisions in coastal zone 
land use plans. Thus, it is difficult to ensure absolute equity in the 
distribution of benefits and harm resulting from the coastal zone 
land use planning and enhance a mutual adjustment in the devel-
opment process. More important, public participants generally pay 
close attention to their own interests because of ‘‘not-in-my-back-
yard’’ and ‘‘locally unwanted-land-use attitudes’’ [43]. Public in-
terest tends to focus on more tangible development proposals in 
local neighborhoods rather than abstract, comprehensive and long-
term development proposals [44]. Finally, various public partici-
pation techniques may have an opposite influence on coastal zone 
land use plan quality, thus the mixed number of public participa-
tion types cannot appropriately explain the influence of public par-
ticipation capacity on coastal zone land use plan quality.
5.5.4. Contextual characteristics result
Among the contextual characteristics variables, only juris-
diction type is statistically significant (p =0.007). Coastal coun-
ties have higher coastal planning quality than coastal municipal-
ities. Comparing plan quality between coastal counties’ plans and 
coastal municipalities’ plans, the statistical results show that the 
quality of local coastal zone management plans (M = 28.17) is sta-
tistically (p = 0.000) higher than the quality of the coastal zone 
management section in local comprehensive plans (M = 20.26).
Population did not show significance with coastal plan quality, 
but did indicate a negative impact. The jurisdictions with larger 
population often have more coastal pressure and conflicts that re-
sult in higher levels of disturbance to the coast. Potential land use 
conflicts result in a greater demand for land development in sen-
sitive coastal areas. Income, education, land areas all suggest pos-
itive relationships with coastal zone land use plan quality even if 
they are not statistically significant. In summary, findings reveal 
important insights into the influences of local coastal zone land 
use plan quality. Additionally, these results are useful for inform-
ing local planning activities.
6. Policy implications
This study also adds to the practice of managing local coastal 
zones through the following land use planning policy implications.
The first policy recommendation is for planners to integrate 
upper-scale coastal management efforts and build a solid fac-
tual basis for their plans. The descriptive results show that local 
coastal zone land use plans often did not have a very strong, solid, 
detailed factual basis although many indicators were covered in 
these plans. Coastal zone data and technical information can im-
prove coastal planning’s factual basis which is generally consid-
ered to be the foundation of a plan. A stronger factual basis will 
also increase a local jurisdiction’s awareness of coastal problems 
and the need to install protective measures. Having a better un-
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derstanding of and stronger identification for critical coastal ele-
ments and tools will help planners take a more proactive stance in 
coastal management. In fact, a vast body of information regarding 
coastal management is available at regional, state and federal lev-
els. Local jurisdictions should make the maximum possible effort 
to use the extensive existing coastal information to update their 
plan’s factual basis. Most of this information is free-to-use, web-
based, and GIS-based; thus, it is easy to adopt for local plans. Lo-
cal jurisdictions should reexamine and update their own coastal 
zone land use plans when important changes are made in regional 
or adjacent plans.
The second recommendation is to develop stronger imple-
mentation and monitoring mechanisms. The implementation and 
monitoring plan component received the lowest scores in these 
five plan components. Many local jurisdictions failed to identify 
appropriate implementation and monitoring mechanisms. It is 
an essential part of local coastal planning which enables the plan 
to be a flexible policy instrument and ensure that a local coastal 
zone land use plan can effectively practice adaptive management. 
Lack of implementation and monitoring mechanisms in these pro-
grams has placed even greater pressure on coastal resources and 
coastal land development. Since local coastal zone land use plan-
ning should be dynamic, it should reflect changes and continually 
monitor the relevance of plan elements to ensure that they remain 
in touch with evolving conditions. Local jurisdictions should im-
prove plan performance at the local level and establish a stronger 
link between plan content and plan implementation to enhance 
plan’s implementation and monitoring. Local jurisdictions must 
establish formal procedures for regularly monitoring the effective-
ness of their plans. When a monitoring program reveals a plan in-
adequacy, plans should be amended or revised in order to bring 
them up to date. It is not only important to identify critical coastal 
resources, but also to monitor changes on baseline conditions over 
time.
The third recommendation is that local jurisdictions should ex-
pand the planners’ toolbox to provide clear policy directives and 
specific coastal management tools. While regulatory policies such 
as land use permits, land use restrictions and sensitive land pro-
tection are most frequently adopted by existing local jurisdictions; 
non-regulatory strategies are often omitted in many current plans. 
These non-regulatory tools can encourage stakeholders to think 
about and to improve the plan quality rather than force them to 
protect coastal resources. New approaches for coastal manage-
ment should be considered in existing coastal zone land use plan-
ning. In fact, coastal zone land use planning and protection does 
not exist in a vacuum, and local jurisdictions need to combine reg-
ulatory policies, incentive tools, land acquisition programs, com-
munication-based policies, and other approaches into a whole 
toolbox. Other policies, tools and strategies can be used effectively 
to supplement regulations to provide a relatively permanent way 
to manage coastal zones.
The fourth recommendation is that local jurisdictions need 
to develop integrated coastal management programs or special 
standalone coastal zone land use plans to integrate multiple local 
coastal management efforts. An important issue for coastal zone 
land use planning thus becomes finding ways to motivate local ju-
risdictions to protect critical coastal resources before they are lost 
to development. Since traditional project-by-project coastal zone 
land use planning is inadequate for long-range, holistic consider-
ation, integrated coastal management programs or special stand-
alone coastal zone land use plans can provide a long-term per-
spective. Local agencies should improve the old management 
model that tends to consider daily activities such as zoning and 
subdivision over long-term strategic planning. Integrated coastal 
management efforts can help local planning agencies improve 
coastal zone land use plan quality by solving numerous problems 
and conflicts as early in the planning process as possible.
The fifth recommendation is to educate planners, decision 
makers, and the general public to reach a better understanding of 
coastal zones. This study found that planners and critical coastal 
lands statistically contribute to local coastal zone plan quality. It is 
imperative to educate planners, decision-makers, and the general 
public about critical coastal resources and coastal issues in local 
land use planning since the plan itself focuses on local future sus-
tainable development.
The sixth recommendation is to enhance the effectiveness of 
public participation. It is critical to effectively transfer public par-
ticipation efforts into final coastal zone land use planning out-
comes. Although none of the variables of public participation was 
significant, it still gives us a chance to rethink and reexamine this 
core planning theory in coastal zone land use planning. 
Although this study provides a greater understanding of lo-
cal coastal zone land use plan quality and the factors influencing 
it, it is a primer for research to investigate the topic in California. 
This study has several limitations. The sample size of 46 plans is 
limited for multiple regression analysis even though this research 
collected data from all coastal counties and approximately half of 
the coastal municipalities in California. The impact of possible in-
fluential data points may disturb the conclusions of this study. In 
addition, the difficulty in expressing the dynamic process of local 
coastal zone land use planning is actually reflected in final plan 
quality. Finally, while this study’s results want to be extended 
to other places, geographical variations, socioeconomic charac-
teristics, and policy framework can be external validity threats. 
A future study will conduct a questionnaire survey among local 
coastal planning directors to further examine more variables that 
may influence local coastal zone land use plan quality.
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